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Unlikable, complicated characters are Zoe Heller‘s speciality. In her bestselling novel 

Notes on a Scandal she created the sinister, manipulative teacher Barbara. In The 

Believers we meet the Litvinoff family – typical old leftie Jewish champagne socialists. 

We soon decide which member of the Litvinoff family to loathe the most - Audrey - the 

mother from hell. She is foul mouthed and angry, obnoxious and selfish. Audrey has 

leftist ideals but she is incapable of being nice to her own daughters, Karla and Rosa - 

named after Karl Marx and Rosa Parks. In fact, the only person who seems to command 

her affection is her adopted son Lenny, who came to live with the family after his 

mother went to prison for armed robbery. Lenny is very mixed-up, a drug addict and liar, 

and yet Audrey showers him with love she is rarely able to show to her daughters.  

 

In the novel’s opening pages, Audrey is an eighteen-year-old typist, the daughter of 

Polish immigrants (she has a “distinctly beaky, Hebrew look about her”). She  

meets Joel Litvinoff, an American lawyer fourteen years her senior, at a London party in 

1962. Her working class background and her desire for knowledge helps us to 

understand her attraction for Joel. After a whirlwind romance of less than two days, 

Audrey grabs the opportunity of going to the States with Joel. He is her escape route – 

offering her an adventurous and more promising life than the one facing her in England. 

 

Forty years later, as The Believers moves forward to 2002 in New York, Joel and 

Audrey are married, living in Greenwich Village. Joel is a radical human rights lawyer 

who has earned a reputation for defending terrorists and political murderers. He 

congratulates himself upon being, „a pessimist because of intelligence and an optimist 

by will.”  

 

On the morning he is to open the defence for an Arab- American accused of 

involvement  with al-Qaeda, he suffers a minor stroke in the courtroom and then a more 

massive stroke at the hospital, which leaves him unconscious. He remains in a coma for 

the rest of the novel, leaving a gaping hole in the family that had once revolved around 

him. His younger daughter Rosa, 

 

had been expecting the largeness of her father’s personality to have survived this 

physical catastrophe. She had pictured him sitting up, making jokes, imposing himself 

on a new environment with all his usual commanding ebullience. But whatever remained 

of that man in this frail, speckled creature had gone into hiding. In the frayed, faded 

blue of hospital issue, her father had become just another enlistee in the vast army of the 

sick and dying. 

 

And yet Joel dominates the Litvinoffs nearly as much by his absence - and by the secrets 

of his life, which come out while he slowly disappears beneath a “welter of life-



preserving gadgetry” - as he had previously dominated them by his force of personality. 

As long as he remains alive, no matter how unresponsive, the women in his life gather 

around him, Audrey and his elderly mother Hannah still battling for prime postion over 

his death bed. „They would go on jostling with one another like groupies at a stage door 

until the bitter end.“ We discussed the age-old mother and daughter- in- law clash. A 

mother of an only son can be very possessive - especially if she is a Jewish or Italian 

mother!  

 

Mothers often favour their sons over their daughters – but Audrey favours an adopted 

son over her own daughters.  

„ if anything, the fact that Lenny was not hers made it easier to love him. As the co-

author of Rosa and Karla, she could not help but look upon them with the dissatisfied 

eye of an artist assessing her own flawed handiwork. Lenny, on the other hand, was an 

unsolicited donation: she was free to enjoy the gitf of  him without the burden of genetic 

responsibility for his imperfections. She had chosen to love him.“ 

 

It’s remarkable as Lenny is so difficult that he is her favoured child. But Audrey has 

more control over him than her daughters. Joel has a very dominant personality and 

Audrey needs to feel powerful as a mother. Whilst Lenny is taking drugs and unable to 

hold down a job, Audrey exploits his neediness, encouraging dependency on her as well 

as drugs.. 

 

Audrey’s long suffering friend Jean is the most likable of the characters. Jean offers to 

help Lenny by inviting him to stay with her in the country during the Summer. Lenny is 

so spoilt by Audrey that he is almost unmanageable and seems like a sulky teenager 

rather than a man of thirty four. Under Audrey’s care and away from the temptation of 

drugs, Lenny briefly blossoms and discovers a genuine interest in carpentry.  

 

Jean believes in friendship and proves herself to be a very good friend indeed. Why she 

is so loyal to Audrey is rather puzzling when Audrey is so unappreciative of all of her 

efforts. Instead of thanking Jean for helping Lenny, Audrey is jealous of Jean’s easy 

manner with him.  We asked - perhaps Audrey is too one- dimensional - have we really 

met people as dreadful as Audrey? Her taste for constant swearing and for rude remarks 

is almost over the top. But we decided if Jean was prepared to be her friend then Audrey 

must have some saving graces. 

 

Joel’s stroke brings out the worst in Audrey‘s character. She is particularly bitter toward 

his doctors. “Another thing about that girl doctor,” she says of the young Chinese-

American attending Joel at Long Island Hospital. “She’s got this horrible little mouth on 

her. It looks just like an arsehole.” Her opinions do not improve when Joel is transferred 

to a rehab centre. “I hate that pigeon-chested, flat-arsed, albino bastard,” she says of 

the white male doctor attending him there. “He gives me the creeps! There’s something 

not clean about him. He looks like he’s got genital herpes, I swear to God.” Shocking 



words from the mouth of a „committed “ socialist - one would expect more tolerance 

from someone with her ideals. 

 

The key to Audrey’s behaviour is rooted in her insecure past. Her “brash manner” had 

begun as a “mere posture—a convenient and amusing way for an insecure teenage bride, 

newly arrived in America, to disguise her crippling shyness.”  

 

Soon expressing anger had become her public role. “Get Audrey in here,” her friends 

would cry when someone was acting self-important. “Audrey’ll take him down a peg or 

two.” She was known as “the cute little English girl with the chutzpah and the 

longshoreman’s mouth.”  

 

In time, though, what had begun as a “beguiling party act” had started to “express 

authentic resentments: boredom with motherhood, fury at her husband’s philandering, 

despair at the pettiness of her domestic fate.” As she grew older, she was no longer 

charming. People began scowling behind her back, but by then it was too late: “Her 

anger had become a part of her. It was a knotted thicket in her gut, too dense to be cut 

down and too deeply entrenched in the loamy soil of her disappointments to be 

uprooted.” Heller’s ability to coax empathy from the reader for such an unlikeable 

person is testament to the power of her writing. 

 

Audrey belongs to a tradition of acid-tongued women that includes Dorothy Parker and 

Joan Rivers, and Heller recognizes the cruelty of wit as an accomplishment, almost a 

lifetime’s work. Other than that Audrey has had no life’s work: 

 

She had often spoken of the accomplishments that might have been hers had she not 

dedicated her life to Joel. But she had never really believed what she was saying. Deep 

down, she had always known these aggrieved remarks for what they were—self-

flattering delusions, face-saving fantasies. The truth was, Joel had held her back from 

nothing. He had saved her. 

 

This is one of the few times Heller refers directly to her title, and the reference is 

significant. Joel’s “physical catastrophe” has freed her to begin again - by abandoning 

the false belief of independent self-fulfillment and deciding to become the keeper of her 

husband’s flame. She is an arch manipulator. At Joel‘s funeral she publicly welcomes 

his mistress Berenice and his son Jamil into their „ tribe“ in order to protect her 

husband‘s reputation. And to save her own. One or two of us believed her unexpected 

warmth towards Berenice was genuine, most felt it was just a show for the media. 

 

Why the title? The Believers? Aren‘t we are all wanting to believe in something to make 

our lives have meaning ? Each of the Litvinoff women becomes a “believer” by 

searching for their own truth. The Litvinoff daughters are both desperate to break free 

from the constraints of their lives. Some of us championed Rosa, others Karla.  



 

Karla’s plight seemed very moving to me. Karla is an insecure and overweight social 

worker, married to a union organizer. Mike has married her, not for love, but for her 

social connections. He is always trying to impress her influential parents in an 

obsequious way. Karla and Mike‘s marriage is sterile - almost literally. If possible, her 

husband Mike “perform[s] his connubial duties with as little -perhaps less -relish than 

she did.” One night Karla catches a glimpse of her husband's expression in bed: "equal 

parts repulsion and resignation -- a sort of stoic anguish, like a child squaring up to the 

task of eating his spinach."  

 

Diagnosed with endometriosis, Karla has been unable to conceive a child. She is not 

really surprised. She has always known that 

 

her body was, in some mysterious and profound way, against her. She had always been 

fat. She had never been able to dance or catch a ball. Her hair fell the wrong way, and 

her skin was the troublesome “combination” sort. When she saw a photograph in a 

book of what advanced endometriosis looked like . . . she found herself nodding, as if in 

recognition. Of course, she thought to herself, of course: I am as ugly inside as I am out. 

 

Until, that is, she meets a man for whom she is not ugly at all. Khaled is an Egyptian 

who owns the newspaper stand in her office building, and despite the increasing volume 

of questions about Arabs and Arab terrorism in the wake of September 11, 2001, he is 

apolitical. He is as different from her parents and her husband Mike as humanly 

possible: Khaled takes a hedonistic pleasure in life: 

 

Khaled loved to buy treats for himself. Whenever Karla saw him, he seemed to be eating, 

or preparing to eat, something delicious: a doughnut covered in soft, white icing; a fat 

Chinese dumpling shaped like a miniature sack of burglars’ jag; a juicy clementine, 

rattling in its baggy, pocketed jacket. She was slightly shocked by his guiltless public 

gorging. She had been surrounded all her life by people who were either indifferent or 

actively hostile to food, and eating was for her a solitary vice. . . . Mike drank protein 

shakes for lunch and wouldn’t let anything pass his lips after six o’clock, for fear that he 

wouldn’t metabolize it before he slept. (“Some people live to eat; I eat to live,” he was 

always saying, as if his rejection of pleasure were a personal badge of honour.) 

 

When Karla falls in love with Khaled, she's filled with "reckless magnanimity … sin had 

made her a better person". Karla finds the courage to leave her suffocating family and 

marriage – having found someone to love her for herself and to share her passion for 

food  – without guilt. 

 

Rosa is more complicated than her sister. She has the advantage of being slimmer and 

more beautiful than Karla  but she is dissatisfied with her life. Having lived four years in 

Cuba, she is a disillusioned revolutionary and is searching for another powerful doctrine 



to replace Marxism and for the warm embrace of another family. Her own family is so 

cold and unaffectionate. She feels a strong connection with her Jewish heritage  - which 

offers the all encompassing Jewish family. Her rebellion against her atheist Jewish 

parents is to pursue an interest in Orthodox Judaism. Joel and Audrey have long prided 

themselves on their complete freedom from "the idiocy of faith." (Her father always sent 

back friends' bar mitzvah invitations with the words "There is no God" scrawled across 

them.)   

 

On a whim (“a mild, touristic curiosity rather than any spiritual longing”), she enters an 

Orthodox synagogue and sits down in the men’s section, momentarily satisfied to have 

caused a “kerfuffle,” but when she is removed to the women’s section, she finds herself 

lingering and then, against all expectation, the “austere melody” of ets hayim hi (“It is a 

tree of life”) as the Torah scroll is restored to the ark makes her hairs stand on end: “A 

thought came to her, as clearly as if it had been spoken in her ear. You are connected to 

this. This song is your song.” Rosa is hesitant to follow the thought where it leads. She 

at first has feminist contempt for the traditional Jewish laws but finds herself still 

fascinated by them.  

 

Rosa  also questions her „do-good“ job at the East Harlem Girl Power Centre – will her 

work ever make a significant difference to these girls‘ lives? Is she wasting her time ? 

Rosa doesn’t seem comfortable with working class girls and she is quite scathing about 

their passion for hip hop dance. She is clearly not the right person for the job. We 

discussed how girls seem to have very little childhood – a desire for dressing and 

dancing provocatively seems to start so young - as young as five or six. We agreed that 

Western habits could appear very decadent to someone from a stricter more moral 

culture. 

 

Rosa tries to understand Orthodox practices despite her distase for some of the more 

rigid ones eg not being able to clean one‘s teeth or not being able to turn on lights during 

the Sabbath. Rosa thinks that "the idea of an educated, metropolitan woman voluntarily 

casting off every vestige of modernity in order to make herself over as a medieval 

ghetto-dweller was unconscionable."  

 

Rosa remains strong and determined and we admired her resolve. Eventually she finds a 

rabbi who talks quiet good sense, and she discovers that she has a taste and a talent for 

Torah study: 

 

Rosa loved the methodical process of unwrapping the layers of meaning in the Torah. 

She loved the modesty that the process demanded. Above all, she loved the atmosphere 

of scholarly comradeship—of shared commitment to deciphering a complex, intricate 

text. It seemed to her that in excavating the wisdom of the rabbinical sages, she was 

discovering something distinctly Jewish about the way her mind worked. 

  



We were fascinated by the insight we gained into Orthodox Judaism. ( with one 

exception) Rosa is prepared to have an open mind and to not condemn out of hand and 

we are encouraged to try to understand too. We live in an age that is immediately 

suspicious of moral commitments; we are ironic about our own and cynical about those 

of others. Beliefs, especially religious beliefs, are unfashionable in our secular society. 

 

Is Heller seeking to affirm belief in an age that scoffs at it? Or is she poking fun at the 

many kinds of beliefs that we may have? Beliefs in our marriages, our families, our 

children, our political ideals, our interpretation of God or no-God ? Thankfully we are 

not preached at. Heller’s gift as a writer is her command of irony. Some of the scenes 

are laugh out loud funny. eg Audrey‘s birthday party.  Others are more subtle. We are 

invited to examine our own beliefs. Many of us recognised elements of the Litvinoffs in 

ourselves - but fortunately we don’t have any members as extreme as Audrey.  

 

But one outstanding flaw is that the male perspective is limited. Joel is a strong male 

figure – still charismatic in his comatose state - but he has no voice. Mike is a negative 

character - Khaled is more human but we don’t get to know him very well. And Lenny’s 

story is undeveloped. We found it frustrating that Lenny stays in the background. He is 

such an important element in Audrey’s life and yet we don’t get a full picture of him. He 

remains a shadowy presence. It’s realisitic that he eventually returns to his drug habit 

but we are left wanting to know more about him. The Believers would have been more 

satisfying if the male characters had been given more prominence. 

 

As a British writer focusing on life in New York – Heller has been successful in 

capturing the essence of a New York very liberal family - her research has been 

meticulous. But apparently the dialogue is sometimes too British in style. I didn‘t pick 

up on this, it took one of our American members to point this out. But she hastened to 

add that she still enjoyed the book very much. 

 

Heller’s main strength is that she has found a way in which we can admire the moral 

commitments of her characters while not sharing them or even entering into them fully, 

because they themselves remain divided and unsure, while undertaking them anyway. 

The characters are so real, especially Audrey, that we feel like punching, strangling or 

shouting at them.  

 

Recommended - The Believers presents its deeply flawed characters with compassion - 

intelligence and humour – it‘s also  beautifully written. 

 

A tough, wise and funny book – rich in social observation. Enjoyed very much by most 

– with one or two exceptions. But it is rare that a book pleases everyone. 

 

  


